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Clockwise from top left: A Gibson martini at Bullion; the salon at The Adolphus; a recent scene from TWO x
TWO; floral designer Patricio Rivera; fragrances at Forty Five Ten; a Stocker Hoesterey Montenegro home; steak
tartare with smoked cream, radish and crispy farro from Bullion.
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WANNA LIVE YOUR BEST LIFE? TURN THE PAGES TO SEE WHO AND
WHAT YOU NEED TO EMPLOY TO GET YOU THERE.
BY KRISTIE RAMIREZ AND ROSIE ROBERSON

Czech is renowned for her indulgent
facials that leave skin clear, glowing
and ready for any high-def camera.
Her 90-minute radio frequency
facial that tightens collagen fibers
is worth every single penny of its
$850 price tag. joannaczech.com

Style & Beauty
Dallas loves to look good. Here are our top spots for keeping all eyes on you.

BEST STORE TO BLOW
YOUR PAYCHECK Forty
Five Ten Dallas’ own luxury
department store is better than
ever thanks to a new roster
of labels that has freshened its
perspective. You can now use that
black Amex to scoop up Jil Sander
shoes and Nak Armstrong earrings.
fortyfiveten.com

BEST LUXURY ONTREND JEWELRY STORE
Ylang 23 We can’t think of a more
perfectly edited selection from
designers such as Irene Neuwirth,
Foundrae and Jennifer Meyer. Check
out what owner Joanne Teichman is
wearing. It’s always the right mix and
buy-off-her-body good. ylang23.com

BEST SALON TO GET
THE GLOW Love Glow
Studio The studio spa and salon
on the second floor of Snider
Plaza is a favorite for custom,
all-natural, organic spray tans
that only take about 10 minutes.
loveglowbeauty.com

BEST COLORIST FOR
TEXAS BLONDES Lisa
Bennett Salon Blondes can’t trust
just anyone with their hair color. Lisa
Bennett creates shades of Dallas’
favorite hair color that complement
skin tone so even if you’re not a
natural blonde, it’s hard to tell.
lisabennettsalon.com

In a discreet bungalow on
University, not only does
Robyn Straza have the most
comprehensive, classic facial in the

city–read: no machines are used,
only her hands––but also her selfcreated skincare line is natural and
effective. robynpureskintherapy.com

BEST HIGH-TECH
FACIAL Joanna Czech
There’s a reason celebrities flock to
her before awards season. Joanna
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Forty Five Ten
on Main Street in
downtown Dallas
is a fashion lover’s
dream come true.
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BEST OLD-SCHOOL
FACIAL Robyn Straza

BEST DENTIST FOR A
NEW SMILE McDougal and
Richards Dentistry The office
of Dr. Tom McDougal and Dr.
Chris Richards exudes warmth
and friendliness. The serviceoriented staff make coming to the
dentist pleasant, whether it’s for a
cleaning or one of their signature
natural-looking veneer procedures.
mcdougaldds.com
BEST SPA FOR LIP
SERVICE Saman ENT &
Facial Plastic Surgery Be warned:
Dr. Masoud Saman doesn’t use
numbing cream before his lip
injections. If you have a high
threshold for pain, his naturallooking injections are completely
wor th the biannual appointments
you’ll need for upkeep.
planofacedoc.com

BEST BOUTIQUE FOR
THE ULTIMATE COOL
GIRL V.O.D. It’s impossible not
to feel transformed when you leave
Victory Park with a V.O.D. bag in
hand. Why? Because more than
likely you’ve picked up the prettiest
little Vanessa Bruno printed dress,
the most chic Roseanna trousers,
an airy and oh-so-light cotton voile
blouse by Thierry Colson or an
unapologetically cool pair of Isabel
Marant boots. With so many lines
from niche Parisian labels, it’s hard
to choose. vodboutique.com

BEST PLACE TO GET
HYDRATED Renew Beauty
Med Spa & Salon Sonny Afshari’s
administration of the 30-minute
HydraFacial lightly resurfaces skin
to reveal fresh, plump, hydrated
skin and works on even the most
sensitive of skin types.
renewbeautymedspa.com

Dr. Maryann Prewitt injects tired
cleavage to stimulate stem cells to
repair. The result is a perceptible
breast boost from the new
collagen created by your own
plasma. healthwellnessmd.com

BEST PLACE FOR A
DECOLLETAGE DOOVER HealthWellnessMD
Using your own platelet-rich plasma,

BEST OVERALL
HAIRSTYLIST Tracey
Williams at Songbird Society
Tracey Williams is straightforward
in manner (read: no warm fuzzies
here), but just about the only stylist
in town we’d trust with taking
long tresses above the shoulder.
thesongbirdsociety.com

BEST NONTOXIC
KERATIN TREATMENT
Global Hairdressing Its nontoxic
keratin treatment that takes the
frizz and puff out of unruly locks
will keep you coming back for
more. Global’s also the only salon
in Dallas to carry HAIR Rituel by
Sisley. 469.872.0095
BEST ONE-STOP
BEAUTY SHOP Cedra
Pharmacy & Vitae Med Spa
We can pretty much guarantee
it’s the only place in Dallas where
you can get injectables, pick up
Band-Aids and also have your
prescription filled. vitaespa.com;
cedrapharmacy.com

store carries Mariani, its own
private label collection, as well as
stellar vintage estate pieces that
can’t be found anywhere else.
deboulle.com
BEST NONTOXIC
BEAUTY SHOP Follain
Because it’s dedicated to clean but
effective beauty and carries lines
including Herbivore, RMS Beauty,
May Lindstrom and French Girl
Organics, you can rest assured that
no product here will harm your
health. What could be better than
that? follain.com

BEST PLACE TO GET
PARTY-READY BAM
Beauty Bar From a variety of
blowouts, updos and even dry
styling to makeup application
options like only eyes and brows,
you can personalize your look to
be just as specific as your sugarfree keto latte at Royal Blue.
bambeautybar.com
BEST IN-HOUSE
PERSONAL STYLIST
Tootsies It’s simple. Tell them what
you need and what your style is, and
one of Tootsies’ in-house stylists will
pull together a group of looks from
which to choose. No one has to
know you had any help. tootsies.com
BEST SUSTAINABLE
FASHION To Be Continued
The yield here is twofold. One: You
can consign your designer castoffs
and feel good about them getting
a second life. Two: Buying from its
vetted selection of authentic finds
at a deep discount is a smart way
to collect classics like that Chanel
double flap shoulder bag.
tbcconsignment.com
BEST PLACE
TO PURCHASE
HEIRLOOMWORTHY
JEWELRY de Boulle Diamond
& Jewelry Aside from having the
handsome de Boulle heir, Nick
Boulle, help you pick out a Patek
Philippe, this family-owned jewelry

BEST PLASTIC
SURGEON
Dr. Michael Lee
With double board
certification, Dr. Lee is
a master at balance and
proportion, making precise
and effective tweaks for
that youthful, refreshed
look we all chase after
once we hit our 40s. His
facial expertise includes
rhinoplasty (a speciality
of his), and brow-, eyeand face-lifts, but he also
performs a variety of other
surgeries such as breast
augmentation, breast lifts
and liposuction. If you want
“She looks so amazing
for her age” whispered
every time you leave a
room, Dr. Lee is the first
step to getting there.
parkcitiescosmeticsurgery.com

Health & Fitness
You’re only as good as you feel. These top spots in the city can get you in top-notch shape, not just for the
new year, but forever.

BEST PLACE TO GET
LEGS LIKE J-LO
Barry’s Bootcamp Since its
grand opening last year, the West

Hollywood-bred workout has
become a game-changer in the
fitness routines of Dallasites. We
love instructor Kelly Bennett’s
positive reinforcement and
feel good energy during his
cardio and weight training
classes. barr ysbootcamp.com
BEST PERSONAL
TRAINING
Chester Okeke The former
college athlete combined his
continued education with the
Institute of Motion and six-year
stint at Equinox to create Okeke
Methods, a theorem that how
you move matters most regarding
fitness. Okeke uses unique mobility
and flexibility techniques combined
with strength training to increase
efficiency, leading to a healthier
body inside and out.
@okekemethods
BEST PLACE TO
SWEAT IT OUT
OhZone The crown jewel of
this West Highland Park detox
clinic is the ozone sauna, a pod
that uses medical-grade oxygen
combined with activated oxygen
to detox the body on a cellular
level and increase oxygen levels,
strengthening the immune system.
Thirty minutes in this relaxing
steam pod can lead to higher
energy levels and clearer skin.
ohzoneclinics.com
BEST PLACE TO ACT
LIKE YOU’RE IN SHAPE
Katy Trail Throw on your
freshest Outdoor Voices gear
to hit this see-and-be-seen,
citycentric trail. At the Knox

Street exit, drop in to Toulouse
for a charcuterie platter and
reward yourself for being so
fit. katytraildallas.org
BEST PLACE TO
PREP FOR APRIL ART
MONTH Orangetheory
Fitness In this competitiondriven, science-based workout,
participants opt to wear a heart
monitor displaying color-coded
heart rates on a communal
screen. Orangetheory creed states
that if one spends at least 12
minutes in the “orange zone”
—84 to 91 percent maximum
heart rate—excess post-exercise
oxygen consumption is achieved,
leading to more calories burned
for up to 36 hours after the
workout. orangetheoryfitness.com
BEST GYM TO GET BEAT
Maple Avenue Boxing Work out
alongside champion boxers training
for their next match and former
Olympians getting in their daily
cardio. The Boxing Bootcamp class
with coach Brian will make you
feel like you’re an extra in Creed
II. mapleavenueboxinggym.com
BEST WELLNESS
CONCIERGE
Nuuvo Health Picture this: A
Nuuvo Health nurse knocks
on your front door, IV infusion
therapy in tow, after a night
clouded by one too many
Mambo Taxis. This vision could
become your reality thanks to
Nuuvo Health and its endless IV
cocktail menu, treating everything
from superhangovers to a dull
complexion. nuuvohealth.com
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Laura Harbison and
Jennifer Dillon of
OhZone can help you
sweat your way to health
at their West Highland
Park wellness center.

motion to activate major muscle
groups and burn calories fast.
rise-nation.com
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BEST PLACE
FOR A QUICKIE
Rise Nation Thir ty minutes
is all it takes for our favorite
instructor Mercedes Owens to
wash away our weekend sins.
The high-intensity workout
utilizes a cross-lateral climbing

Jim Judd is a
whiz when
it comes
to health
matters.

BEST
NUTRITIONIST
Jim Judd,
Nutritional Profiles
For 27 years, Jim Judd has
been serving the Park
Cities with his company
Nutritional Profiles, a
custom clinical nutrition
analysis service with a core
focus in anti-aging, overall
wellness and support for
cancer patients. His client
base consists largely of
individuals looking for a
clear path to optimal health.
They all come to Judd for
his broad expertise: “Jim’s
knowledge in microbiology
and pharmacology gives
him an edge over other
clinical nutritionists,” says
Sue Gragg, a two-year
client. After a blood panel,
Judd and co-owner Jim
Morris analyze results
to discover deficiencies
and dysfunctions, then
provide a diet and
supplement regimen to
restore necessary nutrients
for a long, healthy life.
nutritionalprofiles.com

TOP WELLNESS
PROGRAM Cooper
Clinic Platinum This ultra-VIP
preventive and primary care
membership takes doctor-on-call
to the next level. Members of the
comprehensive health program
receive myriad luxe benefits,
including 24/7 access to your
physician via phone, text or email,
a custom wellness plan guiding
exercise and nutrition, and even
special pricing on Cooper Clinic
cosmetic dermatology services.
cooperaerobics.com
BEST PLACE TO STAY
SHARP Brain Performance
Institute Part of the University
of Texas at Dallas, the sleek
translational arm of the
Center for BrainHealth uses
programming and events to
empower people of all ages to
unlock full brain potential. Brain
Health Physicals reveal where
one’s brain health stands
and provide personalized
recommendations to improve

BEST ACUPUNCTURIST
Sherry Zhang It’s the master
technique and empathetic
handiwork of Dr. Sherry Zhang
that has kept patients coming
back to Acupuncture Chinese
Medicine for more than 15
years. The NAET method of
acupuncture used leads the
brain to reprogram, recognize
what isn’t functioning and
correct itself, treating
ever ything from insomnia to
infer tility. 972.599.7872

overall cognitive functioning.
brainhealth.utdallas.edu
BEST LUXURY BIRTH
SUITE The Margot Perot
Center at Texas Health
Presbyterian Hospital Newly
renovated, the Margot Perot
Center offers a spa retreatlike
experience for first-class
recover y and baby bonding.
Reser ve a post-deliver y
mother-baby suite, offering
luxe amenities like an in-room
mani-pedi, fresh florals and luxury
bedding. texashealth.org/dallas-baby

BEST BREAST
HEALTH HOSPITAL
Baylor, Darlene G.
Cass Women’s Imaging
Center Glamorous decor and
friendly staff lend to a calming
experience at this high-tech
breast health center. Since it’s
conveniently located across the
street from NorthPark Center,
getting an annual mammogram
or taking care of a biopsy has
never been so easy—or luxurious.
bswhealth.com

BEST SURGERY CENTER
FOR BACK INJURIES
Texas Health Center for
Diagnostics & Surgery
The Center for Disc Replacement
is golfers’ choice when it
comes to neck and back injury
or chronic pain. Renowned
physicians at this hospital
performed the first artificial disc
replacement procedure in the
U.S. thcds.com

Pets & Vets
Your four-legged friend is a part of your family. Don’t they deserve the best?

BEST PLACE TO
SPOIL YOUR PET
Lucky Dog Barkery The
crème de la crème of syntheticsfree kibble can be found alongside
“Chewy Vuitton” toys and
artisanal leashes at this petpampering mecca. The one-stop
pup shop includes a sweeping
selection of toys and treats
to complete a lavish lifestyle.
theluckydogbarkery.com
BEST PET
ACUPUNCTURE
Dr. Beth Burgin at VCA Katy
Trail Animal Hospital

Schedule a visit with Dr. Burgin
for medical pet acupuncture
tailored to your pet’s ailments
and neurological systems. Used
to aid recovery from injury or
to curb conditions like anxiety,
the treatment can be used
alongside medical procedures
to greatly upgrade quality of life.
vcahospitals.com/katy-trail
TOP LUXURY DOG
HOTEL Pet Resort Dallas
Go ahead, jet off to Tulum or
Santorini for a week. Leave your
fur babies in the caring and
capable hands of this posh pet

retreat offering large indoor and
outdoor playgrounds, unlimited
webcam access and 24/7 staffing.
petresortdallas.com
BEST PET THERAPIST
HEAL Veterinary Hospital
Pet rehabilitation is treated with
loving care and expert attention
to detail at this Lemmon Avenuelocated veterinarian hospital. The
underwater treadmill provides
buoyancy support and resistance
to aid healing for pets postoperative or post-injury, and
as therapy for arthritis or pain
management. healvet.com

We think Bullion’s downtown
Dallas location and prix fixe
menu make it the best place
to power lunch in town.

Wine & Food
It was hard, but we did it. We managed to narrow down and categorize some of the best restaurants in
Dallas, whether you want to meet someone new, have the evening of a lifetime or just eat the best tacos.

BEST PLACE FOR AN
INDULGENT LUNCH
Grange Hall There is simply no other
restaurant in Dallas that can stand
up to Grange Hall. There, we said it.
Whether it’s for lunch or Thursday
night dinner, the intimate atmosphere,
artful surroundings, and dishes
like caviar pasta and its signature
chicken soup served on porcelain
tabletop by Carrara Dibbern, make
this a singular spot for anyone
who wants an unforgettable
experience. ufgrangehall.com
BEST PLACE TO POWER
LUNCH Bullion With its jewelboxlike interior, wide open views
of downtown and a wonderful
prix fixe two-course lunch menu,
it’s a great spot to negotiate
your latest million-dollar deal. If
they agree to your terms, order
a bottle of the 2002 Salon Le
Mesnil Brut, a lovely blanc de blanc
Champagne to celebrate your
success. bullionrestaurant.com

BEST PLACE FOR A
LATE-NIGHT BITE:
Sachet Owners Allison Yoder
and Stephen Rogers keep their
Highland Park Mediterraneaninspired spot open until 11pm
Tuesday through Sunday. Think
about this place next time your
black-tie gala that ends at 10pm
leaves you hungry for more
than a ho-hum catered meal.
sachetdallas.com
BEST BAR FOR A DATENIGHT DRINK The French
Room Bar It’s pretty simple.
This spot tucked away inside The
Adolphus is a little dark, a little
moody and very elegant, and that
combo lays the foundation for
getting your flir t on. adolphus.com
BEST BAR TO RELIVE
COLLEGE DAYS Inwood
Tavern It happens every time,
especially if you attended SMU.
Each holiday season, homecoming

and even a normal week night,
you are sure to run into someone
who was in your pledge class
and knew you before that fancy
title you now have. It’s always
a walk down memory lane.
inwoodtaverndallas.com
BEST STEAKHOUSE TO
ACT LIKE A BALLER
Nick & Sam’s Between the
sparklers going off, bottles
being popped and the regular
rotation of professional athletes
who roll through this Uptown
icon, it’s not hard to see why
when it comes to making it rain,
Nick & Sam’s is your first call.
nick-sams.com
BEST PL AC E TO
MEET MARK CUBAN
Wheelhouse Off- or in-season,
the Dallas Mavericks owner can
be found sitting in a booth on
the west wall usually with some
ballers on hand. Always a fun

waffle grilled to perfection with
just the right amount of sugar? Yes,
please. Start your day by sitting in
this pretty space or order at the
walk up window for an afternoon
pick-me-up. ottoscoffee.com

sighting over a plate of dry-aged
beef nachos. wheelhouse-dallas.com

BEST PLACE TO MAKE
LIKE AN ITALIAN Fachini
Dean Martin and Frank Sinatra
tunes play in the background
while you indulge in dishes like
rigatoni alla vodka, fried gigante
beans and chicken scarpariello. The
Emily Summers-designed space is
a wonderful addition to Highland
Park Village. fachinidallas.com

BEST PLACE TO
GET THROUGH A
HANGOVER Le Bilboquet
During the Sunday brunch here,
you can either keep at it and order
another round or eat away the
hangover by ordering the blueberry
pancakes. It’s all up to you, but
there’s no better place to make this
decision. lebilboquetdallas.com

BEST OUTDOOR DINING
Sassetta In the spring and fall, the
cour tyard of this Design District
staple buzzes with pretty people,
sometimes with their dogs,
sipping on Aperol spritzes. It’s the
closest you’ll get to a halcyon,
vacationlike afternoon in Dallas.
sassetta-dallas.com

BEST PLACE TO EAT
CLEAN Flower Child
There’s no shortage of dairy-,
sugar- and gluten-free options as
well as vegetarian, vegan or paleo
meals. It’s hard to beat when
you’re watching what you eat.
iamaflowerchild.com
BEST PLACE TO
GET BUZZED Otto’s Coffee
& Fine Foods An Oak Cliff Coffee
Roasters brew and a fluffy Liége

BEST PLACE TO MEET
YOUR SECOND SPOUSE
Shinsei It’s a well-known fact.
If you’re 40, divorced and over
dating apps, the next best thing
is the bar at Shinsei. Leaving here
without a new business card or
two is nearly impossible. The
excellent food doesn’t hur t either.
shinseirestaurant.com
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BEST PLACE TO FEEL LIKE YOU’RE IN TOKYO Tei An
Ten years ago, Teiichi Sakurai created the most authentic Japanese restaurant in Dallas. Now, Sakurai’s
Tei-An in One Ar ts Plaza remains one of the consistently best restaurants in the city for Japanese or
otherwise. A thoughtful and knowledgable staff, housemade soba, incredibly delicious and thorough
omakase tasting, and fish flown in daily from Japan’s legendary fish markets keep this on the top of
our list for both lunch and dinner. Even for a quick stop before or after a show in the Ar ts District, the
tempura sampler with a bottle of Ruinar t yields that just-right foodie satisfaction. tei-an.com
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Insider tip: Next time
you’re at Tei-An, ask
about the private
karaoke room.

BEST ELEGANT OLDIE
BUT GOODIE Café Pacific
We like a dress code and a
bartender who can make a mean,
old-school drink like a Brandy
Alexander. Those sweet potato
strings, the ice cold crudités
and the Oriental chicken salad
are classics that never go out of
style. cafepacificdallas.com

BEST PLACE TO GET
REAL DEAL TACOS
Revolver Taco Lounge
It was the only place in North
Texas to have its chef, Regino
Rojas, nominated for the 2018
James Beard Award for best chef

in the Southwest. Need we say
more? revolvertacolounge.com
MOST CHIC DINING
ATMOSPHERE
The Charles What is it about
this place? The eclectically

designed space, Chas Mar tin
giving you a bear hug upon arrival,
the sexy bathrooms (yes, they
are)? Whatever it is, it works.
Works so well that it’s now one
of the hardest dinner ressies in the
city. thecharlesdallas.com

We love Ashley
Anderson
Smith for her
womencentric
advice.

Lifestyle
These are the people who truly impact your quality of living. Surround yourself with the best from our
vetted list of experts.

BEST WAY TO ACT
LIKE YOU HAVE A
PERSONAL CHEF
Familia Events & Catering
We can’t say enough good
things about chef Justo Blanco.
His talent for catering private
events is incomparable, but it’s
his new meal ser vice plans that
make everyday life so much
easier. Place your order 24
hours in advance on his website.
You pick the meals you want
for the week, and he delivers
them daily between 5 and 6pm.
Fresh, efficient, delicious. You may
never want to plan dinner again.
familiaevents.com

BEST PLANNER TO
MAKE YOUR KIDS FEEL
LIKE A KARDASHIAN
Todd Events Want a safarithemed bash with a real-life
menagerie of animals? Todd will
do that. Want to fly in a band and
have a surprise performance for
your 14-year-old and her besties?
Not a problem. Need the entire
backyard to look like a Parisian
street with the Eiffel Tower in
the background? Todd Fiscus and
his talented staff will do that too.
toddevents.com
BEST FINAL RESTING
PLACE Sparkman-Hillcrest
It’s just about the most coveted
piece of property in Dallas: a
private burial estate or private
mausoleum at this highly regarded
funeral home and 88-acre
cemetery. The staff is known for
its gentle, compassionate touch
during this sensitive time and can
plan it all, from a catered reception
for 1,000 people to an intimate
gathering with just family. It’s the
most elegant send-off in the city.
214.363.5401

BEST WAY TO GET
YOUR KID INTO
HARVARD Perfect
Placement & College Insight
If you’re a parent with a schoolaged child, you know that just one
mention of the ISEE or SATs can
induce anxiety. Waverly Wilson
with Perfect Placement helps
children in private schools and their
parents navigate the complicated
admissions process for the precollege set, while her mother, Judy
Ware, works with those who are
college-bound. It may be the best
money you spend before all the
tuition checks you’ll be writing.
perfectplacement.biz
BEST PLACE TO BE A
FEMALE COWBOY FAN
Dallas Cowboys Studio
The Star now has just about
everything you need to be the
superfan you are. But forget
about borrowing your guy’s
oversize, ill-fitting Cowboys
jersey. Charlotte Jones has
once again come up with a
brilliant way to connect with
all the female fans—with this
girl-friendly shop at The Star
that sells tees and sweatshir ts
that actually flatter your curves.
shop.dallascowboys.com
BEST ACCESSORY FOR
YOUR PRIVATE PLANE
Mackenzie Brittingham
mink pillows It’s pretty
indulgent, but when money is
no object, why not? Have gown
designer Mackenzie Brittingham
make mink, fox or sable pillows to

BEST FINANCIAL
ADVISOR FOR WOMEN
Ashley Anderson Smith
Getting a divorce is hard,
but getting a hold of
your finances after the
papers are signed can
be even harder. To get
a handle on your new
financial future, Ameriprise
Financial advisor Ashley
Anderson Smith should
be your first call after
your attorney. She has
32 years of experience
in planning confident
financial futures. She’ll
guide you through the
most fruitful and doable
options for your income
level and settlement.
ameripriseadvisors.com

Modern homes are having a moment in
Dallas. When you’re ready to design your
own, Stocker Hoesterey Montenegro
Architects should be on speed dial.

Home
Dallas is one of the fastest-growing cities in America. Here’s who we like to use when it comes to living well.

make your G-5 even more luxe.
214.871.3611
BEST ECO-FRIENDLY
DRY CLEANER Swiss The
Greener Dry Cleaner It’s the
only place we trust with our
clothing because all the cleaning
is done on-site and without the
use of petrochemicals, so when
items are returned to you, they
are fragrance-free. They also have
online scheduling for pickup and
delivery. greenswisscleaners.com
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BEST VIP STAFFING
Meg Florence With 18 years as
a business manager and personal
assistant––Florence was Cindy
Crawford’s right-hand woman for
years––she personally knows why
finding the right fit for someone’s
needs is paramount. Florence has
that innate sense of recognizing
and vetting people for personal
and executive assistant jobs,
and office and house manager
positions for high-net-worth
individuals. personalizedpa.com

BEST CUSTOM GIFTS
Ellis Hill There is nothing that
this Bluffview shop can’t create
for you. Custom leather ice
chests, housewarming gifts (like
our favorite cups personalized
with your house number), hand
towels and more with gorgeous
monograms, as well as the prettiest
invitations we’ve ever seen. It’s
everything you didn’t know you
needed. ellis-hill.com
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TOP TRENDSETTING
FLORIST Patricio Rivera
Rivera continues to impress
us with his progressive
arrangements. Instead of run-ofthe-mill, monochromatic bouquets,
Rivera uses everything from
foraged foliage and herbs to local
and special-ordered flowers from
Holland. bypatriciorivera.com

BEST PROS TO GET YOUR
HOME PHOTO-READY
Joseph Toliver Whatever you
need done, Joseph Toliver with
Fulcrum Residential Ser vices
will do. Checking on your
mail while you’re gone for the
summer? Yep. Decorating your
home for the holidays? Check.
Weekly fresh flower deliver y?
Duh. Event planning? Of course.
fulcrumresidentialser vices.com
BEST PLACE FOR
GETTING ORGANIZED
Highland Park Housekeeping
We have to hand it to them
for the brilliant mar keting––
how can you not love
those little blue-green
vans that drive around the

neighborhood?––and easy-tomanage online booking. Clients
swear by their ser vices and
use of nontoxic brands like
Meyer’s and Branch Basics.
highlandparkhousekeeping.com
BEST MODERN
ARCHITECT
Stocker Hoesterey
Montenegro Architects
They are the architects of some
of the most beautiful homes
in Dallas. Stocker Hoesterey
Montenegro Architects is the firm
to go to when you want clean
lines and discreet luxury that will
last for generations. They also do
contemporary design, but it’s the
portfolio of modern homes that
makes us swoon. shmarchitects.com

BEST HOME BUILDER
Coats Homes Ben Coats has
made a name for himself with his
million-dollar modern yet cozy
homes that populate the Park
Cities. He’s now moving farther
north, Forest Lane and Hillcrest to
be exact, with his most anticipated
Wander Wood, an almost 9-acre
development where just eight
lucky residents will live among
towering trees and a bubbling
creek. This will be the most
coveted neighborhood in the area.
Janmar, who? coatshomes.com;
wanderwooddallas.com
BEST WAY TO STAY
GREEN Oasis Plants
Star ted by two women who
were once Ruibal’s employees,

this Oak Cliff plant shop’s air
actually smells cleaner. Buy
bunny ear cacti, string of pearl
plants, pony tail palms and so
much more or hire them to do
a custom plant install for inside
and outside of your home.
oasisplantshop.com
BEST PLACE TO PLAY
HOUSE Eggersmann
The Design District location of
this German kitchen showroom
has three different kitchen
vignettes for you to move
around in to decide which would
work best for you. A dreamy,
fully outfitted wardrobe is still
giving us all the feels when
we think about dream closets.
eggersmannusa.com

Interabang Books
in Preston Hollow
is indie-owned
and -operated.

Arts & Culture

Contemporar y has made her
namesake galler y in Oak Cliff
a launching pad for new and
emerging ar tists. Her intimate
travel programs to Mexico
and Cuba offer guests tactile
one-of-a-kind experiences
with ar tists and craftspeople
not offered at any other
galler y this size. erincluley.com

Dallas is known for its extravagant attitude toward entertaining: Bigger is always better. Here are what we
consider the most outstanding ways to entertain.

TWO x TWO for AIDS and
Art at The Rachofsky House
is considered the most
glamorous event of the year.

BEST PRIVATE SOCIAL
CLUB Park House Right
above Chanel in Highland
Park Village sits Park House, a
members-only social experience
that is the talk of the town.
With curated cultural event
programming and DJ Souljah as
the music director, it’s set to be a
one-of-a-kind social experience.
parkhousedallas.com
BEST ART ADVISOR
Runyon Arts With Cindy and
Howard Rachofsky’s recent
appointment to the leadership

team of TWO x TWO for AIDS
and Ar t and an impressive—and
discreet—client list, Lisa and
John Runyon are the ones to
call, whether you want that ’80s
Warhol on your living room wall
or you need to know where you
should bequeath your entire
collection of Dutch still lifes.
214.520.2123.
BEST POTENTIAL
MAKEOVER OF A
PERFORMANCE SPACE
Kalita Humphreys Theater
As the last completed building
and only theater by Frank Lloyd
Wright, this 1959 structure has
seen better days. But an effor t
is underway with the Kalita
Humphreys Theater at Tur tle

Creek Conser vancy to save
this historic piece of Dallas. The
cur ves of the circular stage and
swooping lines are ready for
some love. attpac.org

BEST PLACE TO BE
A BOOKWORM
Interabang Books

TOP MOVIE SCREENING
EXPERIENCE Studio Movie
Grill You might be surprised
about this one, but one step into
the Royal Lane and 75 location
will change any misconceptions
about Studio Movie Grill. Now
revamped and remodeled with
leather recliners and new menus,
it’s ready for you to enjoy
movies the way they are meant
to be seen. studiomoviegrill.com
BEST OUTDOOR ARTS
FESTIVAL Aurora Dallas
Exploring the theme Future
Worlds, the fifth Aurora Ar ts
festival was a fantastic array of
video, sound and light, breaking
boundaries of ar t at the city hall
of Dallas. It gets better ever y
year. dallasaurora.com
MOST ENTERTAINING
FUNDRAISER FOR A
PUBLIC SCHOOL
Flying Horse for Booker T.
With alumni like Er ykah
Badu and Norah Jones, this
performing ar ts high school’s
annual fundraiser is a showcase
of its students’ stellar talents.
Guests watch them act, sing and
dance in a show to remember.
bookertflyinghorse.com
BEST SMALL GALLERY
FOR THINKING OUT
OF THE BOX Erin Cluley
Gallery The former director
of exhibitions at Dallas

PHOTO COURTESY OF INTERABANG BOOKS

BEST LECTURE SERIES
DMA’s Arts & Letters Live
Bringing award-winning
performers and authors from
around the world, the Dallas
Museum of Ar t curates fascinating
lectures from the likes of Ina

Gar ten, ar tist Kimothy Joy, Pulitzer
Prize winners Doris Kearn
Goodwin and Caroline Fraser, and
so much more. dma.org

PHOTO COURTESY OF TWO X TWO

BEST CULTURAL EVENT
OF THE SEASON
TWO x TWO In October,
The Rachofsky House hosted
a night to remember featuring
Diana Ross for its 20th annual
ar t auction and dinner to benefit
amfAR and the Dallas Museum
of Ar t. Featuring Alan Cumming
as the master of ceremonies and
raising of $9.3 million, this was
truly an epic star-studded event.
twoxtwo.org

Who says print is dead?
Definitely not us. For
everyone else who still
relishes in the tactile
experience of flipping
pages, Interabang Books
is an intellectual’s dream.
Nestled at the southeast
corner of Preston Road and
Royal Lane, and co-owned
by Nancy Perot and Lori
Feathers, the shop fills its
shelves with everything
from The New York Times
best-sellers and beautiful
art and design coffee-table
tomes to a magical selection
of children’s books. We like
its comprehensive website
for the staff articles filled
with thoughtful reviews of
books, gift suggestions and
listings of weekly events,
like visits from authors
including Ken Follett, Jodi
Picoult, Bob Schieffer and
Sally Field. Interabang even
helps curate family libraries.
“Everyone who works
here is masterful on finding
the book the customer is
wanting, and if we don’t
have it, we will find it,” says
Perot. “There
is something here
for everybody.”
interabangbooks.com

BEST GALLERY FOR
CONSISTENTLY
SURPRISING US
Barry Whistler
Open since 1985, this
contemporar y ar t galler y
recently featured the delicate

and textured works of Andrea
Rosenberg, followed by the
simplistic pieces of John
Wilcox. It’s always a pleasure
to come to an opening here.
barr ywhistlergaller y.com
BEST LATENIGHT MUSEUM
PROGRAMMING
Nasher Sculpture
Center ’Til Midnight at the
Nasher, a free and open-tothe-public tradition, holds
outdoor film screenings and
live concer ts ever y third
Friday of the month from
March to November and

features Wolfgang Puck
Catering ser vices, perfect for
making midnight memories.
nashersculpturecenter.org
BEST MUSEUM FOR
EMBRACING HEALTH
AND WELLNESS
Crow Museum of Asian
Art The Crow Museum
of Asian Ar t provides
meditation, tai chi, yoga and
qi gong in its galleries as well
as outside at Klyde Warren
Park. The museum also offers
well-being lectures, as well
as a special program for
veterans. crowcollection.org

Auto
It’s an inside joke among Dallasites. We’d rather drive from one side of NorthPark to the other in lieu
of walking. Here are some of our top picks for keeping your engine running.

BEST MOBILE AUTO
DETAILING Ivory Currie,
Centertown Waxing, Detail
& Car Restoration Wind
through the parking garage of
Rosewood Cour t or Harwood
District’s Jones Day Building
and drop your ride with Ivor y
for a glistening detail and
wax. Center town’s VIP auto
concierge ser vice provides
mobile detailing by appointment
for anything that needs cleaning,
from a Rolls-Royce to a Learjet.
centertowndfw.com
BEST VINTAGE CAR
DEALER Garrett Classics
That pristine 1941 silver
Cadillac you’ve seen driving

down Beverly Drive was
most likely purchased through
Garrett Classics, a collector and
classic car consignment and
sales ser vice with a museumgrade auto catalog. Formerly
Texas Classic Cars of Dallas, the
Lewisville showroom even offers
maintenance ser vice when
needed. garrettclassics.com
BEST PLACE TO DREAM
ABOUT MOTORCYCLES
HAAS Moto Museum
& Sculpture Gallery A
motorhead dreamland is housed
in a brilliant gold building
on the corner of Oak Lawn
Avenue and Market Center
Boulevard, boasting more than

180 motorcycles spanning from
1901 to today. Browse Bobby
Haas’ private collection of rare
and one-of-a-kind motorcycles,
and stroll through the Sculpture
Galler y of metallic, motolike
sculptures. haasmotomuseum.com
CAR DEALERSHIP
WITH THE BEST VIP
SERVICES Classic BMW
Enjoy fresh coffee and pastries
in the guest lounge as your
BMW gets worked on at this
state-of-the-ar t dealership.
Maintenance is made hasslefree with complimentar y vehicle
pickup and deliver y, and a
loaner BMW from a fleet of 300
cars. classicbmw.com

